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Introduction
Recent statistical research in the field of stationary time series ,

has been mainly concerned with the estimation of spectral density by nonparametric methods.

We may refer to the books by Blackman

~ Tukey (1958)

and Grenander ~ Rosenblatt (1951), to the Royal Statistical Soc:Iety (1957)
symposium on the spectral approach to time series and to the paper by Parzen
(1958) for some representative work in this area.

Valuable though this work

is, it does not liberate us completely from the burden of developing useful
parametric methods.

However

seductive the appeal of an infinity of parameters,

tb3re remain occasions when the underlying mechanism and the purpose of the
investigation tempt us to undertake the rigours of parametric estimation.
For continuous stationary series the simplest and most useful model
is that having a rational spect&"al density.

The model is linear in the sense

that the observations satisfy a linear stochastic differential equation (see
section 5 below).
ant under'

It has the important property that its structure is invari-

linear operations of the kind found in electrical engineering
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and elsewhere (see, for example, Laning

~ Battin, 1956, Chapter 5).

In this paper we consider the problem of estimating the parameters

of the rational spectral density function of a continuous process given n
observations equi-spaced in time.

The estimates are

the observations to be normally distributed.

d~ived

<'

by assuming

However, it must not be

thought that the properties of the estimates depend critically on this assumption.

If the distribution of the observations is non-normal the estimation

process can be thought of as arising from a sort of generalized least-squares
By analogy with Mann ~ Wald's (1943) results for au..toregressive

method.

series it appears likely that the large-sample distribution of the estimates
will be rather insensitive to departures from normality.
Our method of attack will be to consider the joint distribution of
the equi-spaced observations and to estimate first the relevant parameters
of this distribution.

We then convert these to estimates of the parameters

of the spectral density following the route charted out by Phillips (1959).

In section 5 we go on to consider the estimation of the parameters of the
underlying stochastic differential-equation model.
The non-parametric estimation of the spectral density of a continuous
series is bedevilled by the "aliasing" problem,discussed at length by
Blackman

~

Tukey(1958), which arises from the fact that high frequency

components cannot be identified from a sample of discrete data.

It should

be emphasized that with a parametric approach of the kind employed here this
problem disappears completely.

2.

Model Structure
We are concerned with a continuous stationary process having the

rational spectral density
(1)

f(m) = constant X

1 + (31 (1m) + ••• + (3P_l(im)P-l \ 2
..
- . . . . . ; ; ; - - - -.....~-p(ap'«>){-oo~CO)
'1 + a l (1m) + ••• + ap (im)

where the a's and (3' s are all real and the roots v ' ••• , vp _ of the equation
l
l
1 + "1x + ••• + (3p_l r

'0-1

= 0 together with the roots ~l"'" ~p of the

equation 1 + '1. x + ••• + '\~ = 0 are all unequal with negative real part.
Since complex roots occur in conjugate pairs (1) reduces to the form

~
-n.1=1

= constant x

2

2

(m + V j )

p

(m2 + ~2)
.1=1
.1

IT

The autocorrelation function of the process may be obtained as the
Fourier transform of (2).
exponentials
p =
r
(Doob, 1953, Xl

§ 10;

also

It is well mown that this is the sum of weighted

t

H

.1=1

e~jlrl

j

La.n11Jg

R<

(-00 ~ r ~ CD)

Battin, 1956, Appendix D).

Calculating

f(m) as the inverse transform we obtain (Laning ~ Battin, 1956, AppendiX D)
1
f(m) = 27t

J'

-co
p

(4)

f(m)

=- ~

p

(I)

2:

L.1=1

Hj e

Hj~j
2M2

.1=1 m

j.

which has the required form (2).

.~j /r I -i<.ur
e
dr, i.e.

,
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We now consider how the values of Hj,i.. j and hence, in virtue of (4),
the spectral density, may be inferred from observations which are equi-spaced
along the series.
Taking the

Our general approach follows that of Phillips (1959).

t~me-interval between

successive observations to be unity, which

we may do without loss of generality, we obtain a discrete process having
an autocorrelation function identical with (3) except that r is restricted to
the values ••• , -1, 0, 1, •••.

It is more convenient for the present purpose

to write this in the form
Pr =

2:p

Irl
Hl'j

(r = ... , -1, 0, 1, ... )

j=l
where log ~j = i..j

•

Since i.. j has negative real part, I~jl < 1 (j=l, ••• ,p).

Now (5) is the autocorrelation fum tion of observations

1t 1
U

satis-

'lying the stochastic difference equation
(6)

+ .•. + 8

p-l et-p+l

(t = ••• , -1, 0, 1, ••• )

(Walker, 1950).

Here

. {et } is a series of uncorrelated random variables

with zero mean and constant variance a2'~l'.'.'~p are the roots of the
equation ~ + 'Yl~-l +••• +oyp = 0 and pr is the coefficient of
pansion of the autocorrelation generating function

(7)

l

in the ex-

5
(see Walker, 1950).

The spectral density of this process is

It will be noted that this differs from the spectral density of the corresponding continuous process although the two autocorrelation functions are
the same.
If the 'Y's and 6's were mown the J1's could be calculated and hence

"'1' ••• , A.p .

this will be suggested.

~,

••• , Hp '
For the first, we have from (5)

There remains the calculation of

Two methods for

P

(~)

R(z) =

L.
j=l

Multiplying by 1 - IJ.jZ and putting z
H. = (l-lJ.jZ) R(z)
J

= IJ. -1
j

we have

I

-1
Z = IJ..
J

P

Using (7) and remembering that ~ Hj = 1 the evaluation of (9) is
j=l
straight forward except for the part

1 + 'Ylz + ••• + 'YpzP

Z

= IJ. -1
j

By ordicary partial fraction methods this is seen to be equal to
lim 1 - IJ.j(lJ.jl +dz)

IJ. j

dPo 'Y(lJ.jl) + i (lJ.jl)dZ
where i (z) is the derivative of 'Y(z)

=1

=-~'Y;~(IJ.-j~l)+

'i Z+ ••• +'Ypzp.
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For the second method of calculating Hl, ••• ,Hp we observe that
(8) reduces to
P

(10)

R(Z)

L

=

j=l
Putting

Z

= ei(l.), ••• , eieop in (7) and (10) where (l.)l'''.'~ are arbitrarily

chosen and using the result ~ Hj = 1 we obtain Hl' ••• '~ as the solution of
a set of linear equations.

In the next section we consider the problem of obtaining efficient
estimates cl' ••• 'cp and dl, ••• ,dp _l of the 1'S and 8's.

Using the para-

metric relations established in the present section these are converted
into estimates

lj

and hj of ')..j and Hj • The spectral density is then

computed by substituting in (4).

:3.

Estimation Procedure
OUr first objective is to estimate the coefficients of (6) from the

sample of n successive observations.

A procedure for doing this by auto-

correlation methods has been suggested in an earlier paper (Durbin, 1959-b).
The procedure we now develop is essentially a
method.

spectral form of the same

However, the spectral approach not only seems more suited to the

purpose in hand but also leads to some interesting results of wider application.
As in the earlier method we begin by considering the autoregressive
process of order k,where k is large) which approximates (6) most closely,
i.e. setting

7

we suppose that

¢ l' ••• ,

¢ k are chosen so as to minimize E(e~).

Assuming u ' ••• , un to be normally distributed their joint distribution is)
l
for sufficiently large k,

as accurately as required (we assume that
suppose that k

= o(n~.

n

is so large that we may always

(11) is obtained by taking up ••• , un to be approxi-

mately distributed as if generated by the autoregressive process

(12)
where ~ t is defined by (6).

(l·v

is the variance matrix of k successive

-1
observations generated by this process; an e.x,plicit form for V in terms of

the

¢' s has been given elsewhere (Durbin, 1959 a).

vector

£ul '

u denotes the column

... , ~} •

Neglecting terms of order lower than

n, the loglikelihood is

...

8
where we have taken ¢o

= 1.

Let
2~rij

k

Z

(14)

Gj = r=-k
Sj =

1:

t

k-/r/

L6=0 ¢s

e 2k+l

rI.

(

~s+lrl

j=O,l, ••. ,k )

2~rij

e 2k+l

n r=-k

Substituting in (13) we have
k

(16)

10gL=-

n
[GS +2
2(2k+l)cr2
0 0

E.

21tldj
e2k l

2dj

=I1

Observing that Gj

+

rI.
~le

GjB j }

2m + •••

+ ¢k

+

2
1 and recalling that

the spectral density of the autoregressive process (12) is

I

...n. iw+"'~ke
...n. kiw 11'2
l~le

times a constant, we see that, for sufficiently large k,

(17)

= constant

G
j

x

Lg(2~j

)7 -1 (j=O,l, ••• ,k)

2k+l

as accurately as required, g(w) being 2~cr2/cr2 times the spectral density of
u

the process under consideration.

For the special case of process (6) we

have
(18)

We note also the following simpler expression for s.,
J

= Vo

( 19 )

Sj

where vr

=Ii1 L

2~j
2~jk (.
)
+ 2vl cos 2k+l
+ ••• + 2vk cos 2k+l
J=O,l, ••• ,k,

n-r

t=l
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Substituting in (16) we see that maximizing the likelihood is
equivalent to minimizing
(20)

where gj denotes

g ( ~)
2k+l.

Note t hat Sj is closely relat ed to Bart1ett' s

original smoothed estimate of the spectral density (Bartlett, 1948); its
expectation is approximately ~2gj' the bias being arbitrarily small for
sufficiently large k and n (see Grenander ~ Rosenblatt, 1957, p. 149).
Thus our basic estimating equations are given by
(21)

the minimization being performed with respect to each of the

re~vant

parameters.

(21) may be regarded as approximately equivalent to Whi ttle' s (1953)
fundamental estimation equations
dz
-z = min.
where A(Z), M( z) are the autocorrelation generating function for the sample
and population respectively and

fc

denotes integration round the unit circle.

As k becomes larger one would expect (21) and (22) to move close together.
Note that (21) was derived on the assumption that the process is a discrete
Gaussian process which can be approximated to any required degree of accuracy
by an autoregressive process of sufficiently high order k where k =o(n); its
validity is not restrictaiil£;to processes satisfying (6).
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Referring to (18) we see that for the model (6) the minimization with
respect to 1 , ••• ,1 for given values of 8 , ••. ,8 _ is a simple matter
p
p l
l
l
since Iwe obtain a set of equations which are linear in the estimates required.

Minimization with respect to 81 , ... ,8 _ is not so simple, however,
p l
since these parameters occur in the denominators of the terms of (20). We
therefore seek to transform (20) into a form which is more suitable for the
estimation of the 8's.
Let

This is achieved as follows.

slg

denote a typical term s jigj and let (f2g* denote E (s) • The
deviation s - (f2g* = ds say has variance O(n- l ), k being taken as fixed.
We wish to consider the behavior of the likelihood tunction for parameter
points differing from the true parameter point by deviations comparable with
those

e~ected

O(n- l ).

of efficient estimates.

Now efficient estimates have variances

Thus, arguing heuristically, both ds and the deviation

dg

= g-g*

1

can be taken to be 0(n- 2 ) and we have

rl

(l + 2-) (1 + dg
cr2g*
g*

= 2 + 0 (n -1).
Consequently, on differentiating with respect to a parameter Q, we have
s
dg
ldg
g2 dQ .... S dQ
The approximation is better than one might have expected a priori owing to the
1

cancelling out of the terms of O(n-2) in (23).
of minimi zing S we may minimi ze
(24)

t

gj,
j=l Sj

The effect is that instead

11
wherever this is more convenient, e. g. for l'arameters occurring in the
numerator of g«(1) such as the 8' s in (18).

We therefore have in addition

to (21) the alternative or cotr1J>lementary estiuating equations
A

-

k

+2

g

L

:J.

.1=1

Sj

= min.

We are able to ignore the 0'2 in (23) partly because it is constant
for all j and partly because the efficient estimate of 0'2 has been shown
by Whittle (1953) to be uncorrelated with efficient estimates of the other
parameters.

(25) g1ves the spectral form of the method of fitting moving-average
models proposed elsewhere (Durbin, 1959 a) and elaborated later (Durbin,

1959b) for models of type (6) j these papers may be consulted for a justification of the transition from (21) to (25) which is quite different trom
that advanced here.
We now have the basis for an i terative method for estimating the
parameters of (18).

We use (21) for estimating the r's for given values of

8's and (25) for estimating the 8's for given values of the r's.

What we

require in add!tion is a set of starting values.
In this situation the simplest expedient is to begin by supposing

that all the parameters in one set, say the 8' s, are zero.

However, this

suggestion has the drawback that we start with an inconsistent set of estimates.

Alternatively we may use the result

(s

=0,

1, ••• , 1'-1)

12

obtained by multiplying (6) by u
sample estimates of the

pIS

and taking expectations. Substituting
t -p-s
in (26) gives estimates of the rls which are

consistent though not, unfortunately, very efficient.
A third procedure is to approximate (6) by a moving-average process
of order h, where h is large, say

on multiplying (6) by u

(s=O,l, ... ,p) and E
(s=l,. H,P) in turn and
t -s
t -s
taking expectations we then obtain theequations
p
p-s-l
(27)
(s=O,l, ••• ,p)
8 s +r 1/I'r
rr I'Js-rl = It
r=o
r=o
p

L

L

(28)

r=o

where

It

=

(,.2 /O"~ ,

L.

r?/t
-8
r s-r
s
r 0 = 80 =

1/1'0

(s=l, ••• ,p),

= 1 and 1/I'r = 0 (r < 0).

Sample estimates of

1/I'1' ••• '1/I'p can be obtained by fitting a sufficiently long moving-average
to the data using (25).

Inserting these and estimates of Pl' •• "Pp in (27)

and (28) we obtain consistent estimates of the parameters.

These will

probably be more efficient than the preceding ones but are not fully efficient.
Whatever starting values are used the iterative method proceeds as
follows.

Suppose that at the beginning of the m-th round of the iteration

we have estimates dm-l ' ••• , dm-l
p _l of 6l , ••• ,8p _l and wish to estimate
l
the r l s next. Let D~-l = Il+dm- l ei~ + .... + dm- l e (P-l)1(OJI 2 where
l
J
p- l
(OJ = 21tj/(2k+l). On employing (21) for rl, ... ,rp we obtain the equations

13

m
for the mth round estimates c l '
W + 2 (wl+•.• i"W ).
k
o

... , c; of "1'
m

Similarly the m-th round estimates dl ,

••• , "p' where

Lw

... , dmp- 1 of the

j

denotes

8' s are given

by

L

m
+ ••• + dp-l

(30)

+ ••• + cm e pico-1u

where

p

cos(r-p+l)co.
.Jll

J

Sj (;j

12 •

Alternatively, in place of (30) it may be found advantageous to use
the ~uations
+ dm

+ •••

(31)

~ s jc~cos(r-p+l)COj= _\ 6 jc~cosrcoj

p-l~

(D~-1)2

~

(D~-1)2

(r=l, ••• ,p-l).
obtained by using (21) for the 8'6.

(31) has the advantage that it is

obtained directly from the original loglikelihood.

4.

Complex roots.
A special word should perhaps be included about the consequences of

the occurence of complex values of

~.

J

in

(5). In theory the results of

14
section 2" apply to complex values just as much as to real values.

In

practice, however, one does not calculate complex roots explicitly but
works instead with the relevant quadratic factors.
pair of conjugate-complex roots ~ and

Taking a particular

i1 the contribution to (8) has the

form

-lL+
l-~z

Putting H

=x +

H

l-~z

iy and ~

+

+
H
l_~z-l

= re iQ ,

H

- -1
l-~z

the first two terms give

2 {x- (xcosQ + ysinQ)rz}

22'1 - 2rz cosQ + r z

The linear function of z in the numerator is obtained by replacing z2 in
(1-2rz cosQ + r 2 z2 ) R(z) by (2rzCOSQ-l)/r2 , or by Euclid's algOrithm.
The values of '" corresponding to ~ and
log r - i Qj they contribute to

i1 are log r + iQ and

(4) an amount

_ 1: { (x+iy)(logr+1Q) + (x-iy)(log r-iQ) }
1C

=-

.)2
(I,)2 +( log r+J.Q

(I,)2 + ( log r-iQ )2

2 { x log r (log2r ¥;)2 iti) + yQ (log2r ¥;)2. of )}
4
2
1C L10g r+2l0g r(Q2;.ro2) + (Q2.(I,)2)2}
•

5. Estimation of the coefficients of the associated stochastic differential
equation.
It is known that a series generated by the stochastic differential
equation

15
where D denotes the differentiation operator atd and St is a white noise

rt

element such that J of '2 Stdt has mean zero, variance (j '2 (t'2- t l) and is
t
tl
uncorrelated with
J of 4 ~tdt for t l < t'2 < t 3 < t 4, has the spectral
t
density (1) (see Phillips,3 1959). Conversely there is a stochastic

r

differential-equation model (33) corresponding to any continuous series
having spectral density

(1). Let us therefore consider the calculation of

the coefficients of (33) given the spectral density in the form (4).
The a l s emerge immediately since

~''l'

... ,

~p

were defined in section

P
l x + ••• + ap x = O.

2 as the roots of the equation 1 + C

P

n

=

(34)

Thus

('Aj-X)

.1=1
p

n~

.1=1
To obtain the [31 s express

t

H

.1=1
as a polynomial in 002 , say h(w2 ).

wi, ..., W~_l·

j

.1

Denote the roots of h(w2 )

=0

Let Zj be the solution of the equation Z~W~ + 1

which has negative real part.

by

= 0,

Then

1 + (31 x + ••• + (3p_l

Inserting estimates of the HI s and
(3I S •

~.1

~'s

'0-1

~

=

p-1

n

.1=1

(l-z .x).
J

we obtain estimates of the a's and

.
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